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Present Condition:
A carpenter Gothic cottage with a dining and kitchen wing, the house is wood stud
construction, resited on a hillside with daylight basement on a concrete foundation.
The front end gable is centered with two three paned doors and rounded arches, capped
by a small diamond window and trim to suggest the design of a gothic arch. The
front porch and adjoining bay is bracketed, and the wing on the south side has a
blind gable end. Windows on the front are one light over one. On the north end
there is a bay, unbracketed, but similar to the one in front. On the south, a small
hall has, been added, matching the house. On the back, where additions to the house
were left behind,1 windows Itavfe B^en'added for the kitchen, half bath, a large Roman
window for the hall, and sliding doors for the back parlor. There is an added carport at the basement level, providing a porch at the first floor level, and the
doors and windows to the large family room in the basement are from the Green Front
store once owned by the Wade family.

!

The interior fir floors have been finished and woodwork retained, including grained
painted doors in the living room, the back fireplace, the tongue and groove walls
in the kitchen and the upstairs front bedroom. To conform to code, the walls of
the wing which were slab were rebuilt as stud walls, and an enclosed extra steep
stair has been replaced with a straight stairway that leads up from the front
instead of the back of the hall. The arch is original and supported the top of the
old stairs.
Since there was no basement at the original site, basement stairs have been introduced from the1 back of the hall and lay bare interesting Supporting 3 timbers. There
are two original old windows still in place, four lights over four, one on the
north end and one on the south. Inside shutters have been introduced from the
Sacred Heart Academy building, and also ceiling rosettes.
Inside folding doors are preserved in the back parlor. The back hall is now a half
bath and utility area. Upstairs, a master bedroom and full bath has been added
by lowering the ceilings in the kitchen, dining and back hall area. To the kitchen
has been added a counter and modern cabinets, etc. The stairs to the original two
upstairs bedrooms now enter a small hall, and a closet has been provided in the
back bedroom. The exterior paint in two colors was chosen after the house had been
carefully calked to prevent the hibernation of flies. William Lindburg was the
architect for the restoration and adaptation to modern needs. Much of the initial
restoration was done by Richard Neuman, the new owner, and was completed by Lyle
Warren under the direction of the third owner, Mrs. Albert Powers.
Original Appearance:
The house on its original site/riicfa numfe!^ m bbvious additions on the rear. These
were left behind because of their poor workmanship, and deteriorated condition. Behind
the kitchen, across a hall was a large woodshed and bath. Behind the back parlor was
a master bedroom, and there was a hall and porch that extended between them. The
court between was roofed over. Lowering the ceilings in the hall, dining, and kitchen
areas, and the relocation of the stairs has been noted in the description of the present
condition of the house.
(continued)
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Relocation:
Relocation to preserve the building was necessary when the lot on which it stood
was acquired for the erection of law offices. The move required that the part
to be salvaged be cut into two, so that it would move easily, and placed over the
excavation for the foundation. The roofs were removed to the 18 foot level and were
replaced to original pitch upon relocation of the house. The small central chimney
which originally straddled the roof ridge of the main block was modified somewhat in
the move. It now appears immediately off the roof ridge, on the north slope of the
roof.
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The William Lincoln Wade House is related to the second/phase of American settlement
and development jn Oregon's history. This period, from roughly 1855-1870, is characterized by a more diversified immigration. Unlike the earlier, largely agricultural
influx, the second phase of Oregon immigration was distinguished by the presence of
a significant entreprenurial element. These individuals, generally possessed of
capital, moved into Oregon in the wake of the original settlers, discovering a welldeveloped rural agricultural community which served as an excellent foundation upon
which to build their business enterprises. These businessmens' early successes led
to expanding enterprises which in tumthrust them into significant leadership roles
in commerce and in their communities. William Lincoln Wade's career in Oregon is
typical of this class of early Oregonians and the home he built in 1869 is essential
to the continuity of the man as a representative of an element in the emergent Oregon
social structure. Derived from the essentials of Andrew Jackson Downing's Gothic
cottage designs, the Wade House reflects a conversance in early Oregon with basic
achitectural directions then current in the cosmopolitan centers of the East, belying
the charges of unmitigated provincialism routinely leveled at the West :t by.the Eastern
establishment at the time.
its bracketed
Architecture: The house is noteworthy for its Gothic surrounds,
bay and porch, its beautiful fir floors, grained painted doors, and tongue and groove
walls of the kitchen and front upstairs bedroom. The R-oman window at the back of the
hall is a major architectural change, but it reflects the round arches o.f the facade
h jrt the hall.. .In its present setting.it is a complement to the neighboring
.and
..arch
Rural,the
Goti
c
McCulTy (David) House, which was similarly rescued from North Salem. and the
wreck er
ball
M urrayy LL." Wade, son of Lincoln, second resident of the house, was an artist,
studied at the Mark Hopkins Art Institute in San Francisco. He made a reputation
as a cartoonist of actors and political figures.
Commerce: William Lincoln Wade, builder, came to California by the Cape of Good Hope,
from Lincolnville, Maine in 1850. He mined in Stanislaus and Calevaras Counties,
and in 1861 went to the Boise Basin silver mines, in 1865 to the Big Bend mines in
British Columbia and back to Idaho. He came to Salem where his parents had lived
since 1858, and in 1867 opened a dry goods store. In time, he acquired the Boon Store on
Liberty Street (a National Register .property) .'and moved his.stock into the. latter building
where, from T870 to 1907, he maintained a family supply business, wade built his house
' v
B0°n
of the second phase of
n
house
J
settlement in Oregon, when the pioneer merchant could first afford a home of
style for his family. It is possible that the dog-leg wing is the oldest portion
of the house and the Gothic portion the first addition built within a few years.
The Wades exhibited the full pioneer experience in their history.
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William Lincoln Wade, the builder, had served
Convention in Idaho, and continued his active
in Salem. He served on the City Council, and
His son Murray was long active as a lobbyist
political cartoons were most influential.

in the first
participation
was chairman
around the

Journalism: Murray Wade, son of the builder, was the editor and publisher of the
Oregon Magazine for 45 years
It featured Oregon topics, with an emphasis on
Salem and its growth. He also contributed a column of State House news to small
newspapers across the state under the heading "Capital Parade". In his youth he
was on the staff of the San Francisco Chronicle and Examiner , and the Portland
Telegram . His legislative cartoons in the "Capital Journal: were published in
book fro m each session for a number of years.
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William Lincoln Wade:
Steeves, Sarah Hunt. Book of Remembrance of Marion County, Oregon Pioneers,
1840-1860. (1927, Portland, Oregon, Ihe Berncllff•Presb) p. 295-29C.—
Hines, Harvey K. An illustrated history of the state of Oregon...
(1893, Chicago, The Lewis Publishing lompany), p. 1247-1258.——
Salem Daily Mercury, vol. 1, no. 12, Sept. 23, 1870 (Advertisement)
Obituary, Oregon Statesman, April 9, 1908, p. 8, col. 3-4.
Murray Lincoln Wade:
Murray Wade is Dead, in Capital Journal, 27 March 1961, Sec. 1, p. 5.
House in general:
Historic Salem Home Assured of Continued Life at New Site, in Oregon Statesman,
Fr. July 9, 1971, Sec. 1, p. 5 (Illustrated).
Lovely Home "dressed up" for Sunday Visitors, in Capital Journal, Sat.,
Oct. 20, 1973, Sec. 4, p. 4 (Illustrated).
Restoration Tour to Benefit Museum, in Statesman, Sat. Oct. 21, 1973, Sec. A,
p. 1, (Illustrated).
Come on and take this Sentimental Journey, in Statesman-Journal, Sat.,
Oct. 9, 1976, Sec. 1 B (Illustrated).
Deepwood Benefit House Tour, in Community Press, Sat., Oct. 10, 1976.
Maps:

Sanborn Perris Map Co. Insurance Map of Salem, Oregon 1895. P. 6 shows the
house on original site as it was in 1895. House was number 540 N. Broadway
by 1915 (later 852 N. Liberty).
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